Warehousing

AUTOMATED WAREHOUSES

In the early 60s Zecchetti starts its activity in the
packaging and integrated logistic sectors from the
conveying, palletizing and depalletizing equipment
to the automated warehouse systems through never
stopping growing and improvements.
The technological innovation and the continuous
research of integrated automation processes allow
the Zecchetti systems to be valid benchmarks in the
international market scenario.
A leadership role confirmed by the high degree of
satisfaction obtained from the Customers thanks to
solutions capable of responding to a wide range of

needs from different types of companies. Logistic
knowledges and technologies, acquired in decades
of experience and of interaction with numerous
customers, permit to offer an exclusive range of systems
characterized by the automation of the picking and
deposit activities.
Systems featuring stacker-cranes and automated
vertical wharehouses allowing to cut down the
inefficiencies burdening on both spaces and assets
which are wasted by the traditional logistic and by the
automated systems already present on the market.

MISSION

Deliver real “goods-to-person” logistic solutions, that
are unique and tailored to Customer’s need.

VISION

Being recognized as a logistic partner that
delivers added value through advanced automatic
warehousing solutions.

MADE IN ITALY
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AUTOMATED VERTICAL WAREHOUSES
AUTOMATED VERTICAL WAREHOUSE: WHAT IS IT?

The automated vertical warehouses use mechanical structures moving between two
rows of racks to carry out the load AS/RS (storage / retrieval) operations.
The stored containers are trays whose features and dimensions are determined by
specific characteristics of the goods.
The whole structure is fully enclosed by walls and therefore isolated from the company
surrounding environment; the only openings are one or more “bays” through which the
trays are set available by the system.
The handling operations are controlled by software through the appropriate station
placed next to the bay.

ADVANTAGES:
SPACE – SAFETY – EFFICIENCY – SAVINGS
 Up to 80% space saving in relation to the traditional racks
 Reduction of the inefficiencies and reduction of the employed resources
 Better ratio between occupied floor and storage capacities (in terms of weight and volume)
 Zeroing of the injury risks and consequently of the related costs
 Material care and computer control of all the moved quantities
 Quick pay-back of the investment (2 to 3 years)
 High degree of company progressive development and company technological image
 Tray sizes length from 1200mm to 2400mm and depth from 800mm to 1000mm. Max payload 500 kg.
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AUTOMATED VERTICAL WAREHOUSE
THE WAREHOUSE WHICH DOES NOT (PRE)OCCUPY BUT SOLVES

THE SOLUTION TO QUICKLY AND SAFELY MANAGE THE WAREHOUSE ACTIVITIES.
UNO is the warehouse that makes the goods picking/storage activity rapid and economic.
The high-rise of this automatic system permits to clear spaces and free efficiencies
so as to improve the whole company productivity.
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AUTOMATED VERTICAL WAREHOUSE
THE VERSATILE WAREHOUSE

WIDE RANGE, FOR AN EFFICIENT STORAGE CAPACITY
SPAZIO represents the automated vertical warehouse range which, thanks to their
modular structure can be “made to order” for every company.
Namely from 2 to 7 modules to have the most suitable warehouse solution to
employ the spaces at the best for a proper storage capacity and a higher logistic
efficiency.
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AUTOMATED VERTICAL WAREHOUSE
THE UNLIMITED WAREHOUSE

HIGH FLEXIBILITY DEGREE FOR HIGH SPACE AND STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
UNICO is the most progressive model in the automated vertical warehouses. Thanks
to the Stacker-Crane structure carrying out the automatic operations inside the
machine, UNICO can be upgraded both lengthwise and in height guaranteeing a
comprehensive response to any necessity of quantities to be stored.
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ACCESSORIES
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TRAYS

EXTERNAL BAY PLANE

Trays are the Load Unit for the goods storage; they are
provided with sliding blades allowing for their storage/
retrieval. They are available in various dimensions and
payloads.

The solution enables the operator to lift possible heavy
goods with the help of “zero gravity” load handling
apparatus. The bay plane is external and fixed.

PERIMETRY EDGES

TROLLEY FOR THE TRAY MANUAL EXTRACTION

The trays may be provided with perimetry edges
of various heights suitable for creating an internal
subdivision by means of suitable partitions.

The trolley allows to completely extract the tray and
move it elsewhere (ex. Assembly areas).

LED BAR

ZERO GRAVITY MANIPULATOR

It is a visual detection operating by LEDs and showing
the goods pickup/deposit zone inside the tray.

The manipulator is fixed directly to the machine
structure (max. lifting capacity 125 kg.). This solution
avoids having obstacles on the floor.

WEIGHT CHECK

ORDER PREPARATION TABLE

The load cells permit to check the weight inside the
tray thus avoiding to store an overload with respect
to the maximum payload.

The table gives the possibility to work on several
pickup lists simultaneously allowing for a massive
pickup. It is made of a fix metal frame equipped with
“n” stations each one identified with one or more
alphanumeric lighting LCDs. The whole system is
controlled by the machine software.

MANUAL EXTRACTION OF THE BAY PLANE

DOUBLE BAY

This solution helps the operator in extracting (on
suitable telescopic guides) the tray which is normally
inside the bay. In such a way, the operator will be able
to lift possible heavy goods with the help of “zero
gravity” load handling apparatus. Once the operation is
finished, the bay plane can be reinserted in its original
position which means no fixed external obstacles.

This solution may be implemented to the SPAZIO and
UNICO models. There will always be a tray present at
one of the two bays which eliminates the downtimes.
The position of the trays, always at the same height,
guarantees an ergonomic operation.
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STACKER CRANES
TRASLO represents a wide range of Stacker-Cranes for warehousing and handling of
several different bulks and weights in the realization of automated logistic systems.

It is composed of:
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A

TRAVEL UNIT

B

LIFTING CARRIAGE

C

PICKING UNIT

D

RAILS AND CONTACT

E

BUSWAY AND CONTROL CABINET
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PICKING UNITS

SHUTTLE TECHNICAL DATA

LOAD UNIT DATA

Pallets or bins

Max speed:
Unloaded shuttle: 1,0 m/s
Loaded shuttle: 0,3 m/s

The handling of the SKU can be managed with several solutions:

1

Telescopic forks for single or double-depth handling

Max acceleration:
Unloaded : 1,0 m/s2
Loaded: 0,35 m/s2

2

Shuttle (multi-depth SKU handling)

Max. lifting stroke:
40 mm.

Dimensions:
Min. width (front): 850mm
Max. length: 1200mm
Min. length (running direction): 800mm
(min. space between Load Units: 100mm)
Max. length:1200mm
(min. space between Load Units: 100mm)
Weight:
Max 1200kg
Guide rails
Shuttle

1

2

Chain
conveyor

Telescopic fork single depth

Main unit

Telescopic fork double depth
Multi-depth feature
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TELESCOPIC FORKS

SHUTTLE

The telescopic forks are composed by a fixed body and
overlapped elements moving bilaterally in a telescopic
way to handle the loads from a central position to the
shelving cells and vice versa.

The tele-guided shuttle is moved by the stacker crane.
Its function is to deposit and retrieve the Load units in
an autonomous way.
The Warehouse with Shuttle allows to store, on each
level, a high number of pallets in multi-depth mode.
The shelves are provided with horizontal profiles to
support the Load Units and to guide the Shuttle.
Those profiles integrate the drilling for the optical
positioning of the Shuttle.
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PERIPHERIES
The integration of an Automated Warehouse into a productive process demands
to handle the Load Units through the factory.
Zecchetti completes its supply by proposing the so called “peripheries” as well.

CONVEYORS
Roller or chain conveyors, rotary platform, etc., including the various Load Unit
controls such as “shape control” and “weight control”.

SHUTTLE CAR/LGV
The Zecchetti Shuttle Car is available in various versions: 1, 2 or 4 pallet stations and
may be provided with upper press to stabilize the load; it travels on grounded rails.
As an alternative to the Shuttle Car, Zecchetti proposes the LGV (Laser Guided
Vehicle) which allows to move goods, bins, pallets, from /to planned position at the
production zones, into the warehouse, etc.
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MODELS

MODELS

TRASLO KH H. up to 40 m.
TRASLO HH H. up to 32 m.

VERSIONS

 1 column
 2 columns
 Straight-going

TRASLO MH H. up to 20 m.
TRASLO SH H. up to 12 m.

 Curve-going
 On-board single station
 On-board double station

Our know-how assures “state of the art” logistic solutions.
Our aim is to design and forward tailor-made AS/RS
systems for matching customer’s needs.
We are daily guided by passion and our strong experience
attends the Customer since the early stage of the project:

from the analysis of the needs up to the final fine tuning.
TRASLO, UNICO, SPAZIO and UNO range, 100% Made in
Italy, permits to satisfy the challenging growing demand
coming from the modern companies of reliable, rational
and user-friendly goods-to-person logistic solutions.

BENEFITS

STACKER CRANE TECHNICAL DATA

 “State of the art” logistic solutions

Max. height: 40m

 Full traceability

Max. speed: Translation (X): 3 m/s
Lifting (Y): 1,5 m/s

 Reliability and low maintenance systems

Max. acceleration: Translation with 1 driving wheel: 0,35
m/s2, Tanslation with 2 driving wheels: 0,6 m/s2
Lifting: 1 m/s2

 Storage of different Load Units
 Optimized space for higher warehouse

Load Units: Bins/Pallets

filling rate

 High space utilization due to optimized

Weight: Single Load Unit: max. 1500 kg.
Double Load Unit: 1200kg + 1200kg.

Stacker-Crane design

  Low power consumption thanks to

“Energy Saving” technology.
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MODELS

TRASLO MLH H. up to 18 m.

VERSIONS

 1 column
 2 columns
 Straight-going

TRASLO MLS H. up to 12 m.

 Curve-going
 On-board single station
 On-board double station
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SOFTWARE
ZETALOGIC is a software which guarantees, in a simple and immediate way, to
control the company logistic through the planning of pickup lists, the control of
the operations and the storage, the non-stop monitoring of the functionality and
the safety.

ZETAWORLD
The ZetaWorld assists every Zecchetti Customer with
the constant support of professional staff during
every phase necessary to improve the satisfaction
of the company needs: before, during and after the
system realization.
ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT
The staff carries out inspections and analysis necessary
to develop the project with the technical specifications
and the best solutions according to the space, material
and company activities.
START-UP
In this phase the Staff follows the installation, carries
out the personnel training and, finally, commissions
the system and guarantees its full functionality.

MAIN FEATURES
 Integration with ERP systems and various company

departments.

 Control of various types of Automated Warehouses.
 Monitoring and control of the goods flow as well as

the components by means of good pickup lists.

 Control of various automated systems such as weighing

devices, labelling, bar code reading, RFID tagging, etc.

 Recording of the activities and historical data for the

products traceability.

 Users control and access authorizations to the different

software functions.

 Possible customization for a better use.
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ASSITANCE
Every Customer, through tailor-made contracts, may
have the necessary service for a continuous and efficient
running of the system:
on-line assistance for the immediate control,
monitoring and intervention on the system running;
immediate assistance to activate the intervention of
a qualified technician;
immediate availability of the spare parts;
scheduling and execution of the maintenance services
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AUTOMATED WAREHOUSES

Zecchetti s.r.l.
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